continue to charge more for individuals and companies to provide medical coverage."
I recently saw the movie Catching Fire with my children. It is the second movie in a trilogy and adapted from a hugely successful Hunger Games book series. The story behind Hunger Games is that in a post-nuclear war society, a ruling class living in one luxurious community has separated the rest of the country into sectors that have severe militaristic rules and restrictions and yearly must provide one female and male child to a survival game where only one victor will remain alive to be crowned the winner. The ruling society does this to remind the subservient regions that their survival is at the discretion of the ruling class. During the games, a young person is forced to kill another young person, alliances are made for survival, but ultimately need to be broken as there will only be one who lives to the end. I can't help comparing this to medicine in United States. Insurance companies and the government seem to me to be the ruling class of the "medical hunger games." Insurance companies continue to charge more for individuals and companies to provide medical coverage. Yearly, rules change at the whim of the insurance company, and just when you think you have things figured out, ICD10 comes along. Patients have to jump through more hoops to get covered for diagnostics, treatments, procedures, and care more than at any time in the past. Physician reimbursements are dwindling. It has become increasingly costly for physicians to get reimbursed appropriately whereby more employees are spending more time dealing with insurance authorizations and denials. When is the last time we have heard that insurance executives have taken a cut in salary or benefits? Their private plane awaits.
The government isn't much different. With layers of inefficient bureaucracy eating up dollars, cost savings come from less covered care for patients and lower reimbursement for physicians. What makes this ever more maddening is that the people who make the policy are typically not health care professionals who don't understand the needs of patients and physicians. Furthermore, our elected officials have a higher level insurance coverage than their constituents, showing that they don't want what most people get.
Where does that leave patients and health care providers? Well, like the Hunger Games physicians are left to fight over patients; create alliances for better exposure, reimbursement, and safety; and market our superior and differentiating qualities, intimating subtly or not, that we are better than the competition and act subservient to the payers who control us like pawns. Instead of collaborating for the overall benefit of society and patients, we are left to posture ourselves for survival. This unfortunately turns into an antagonistic relationship between providers of similar 〉 Editorial care in unnecessary ways. Physicians may create relationships with payers to secure patient access yet provide care for less reimbursement than they would otherwise accept to ensure volume. Ultimately, the reimbursement flow erodes and all providers feel the impact.
Patients are forced to try and navigate around the confusing rules that are created by payers that seemingly try to keep them from desired or necessary care. The way in which insurance companies provide information about benefits and payments often portray the medical providers as the "bad guy" and negatively affect the relationship between physician practice and patients.
Considering how payers are treating physicians and patients makes one consider that they are playing their own version of a "medical hunger games." By keeping us worried about survival, we won't focus on the true issues. It seems to me that this adolescent fiction is being played out in real life and we are the characters in the story.
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